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Video: Ex-Pfizer Chief Scientist Dr. Michael Yeadon: Mass Murder with Vaccine Passports/Top
Up Vaccines

By Dr. Mike Yeadon, December 28, 2021

This system is being put in place using lies, and it’s being put in place using lies for some
purpose, and I believe that purpose is complete totalitarian control.

Will the Federal Reserve Crash Global Financial Markets As a Means to Implementing Their
“Great Reset”?

By F. William Engdahl, December 28, 2021

It’s looking increasingly likely that the US Federal Reserve and the globalist powers that be
will  use  the  dramatic  rising  of  inflation  as  their  excuse  to  bring  down  the  US  financial
markets  and  with  it,  crash  the  greatest  financial  bubble  in  history.

Video: Experimental Injections. “Biggest Crimes Against Humanity Ever Committed.” Anna
de Bouisseret Explains Who Will be Held Liable Under the Law

By Anna De Buisseret, December 28, 2021

In this brilliant interview, lawyer Anna de Buisseret explains clearly and eloquently how
those responsible for causing harm will  be held liable under the law in relation to the
experimental injections currently being rolled out, especially to young children.

Covid vaccines “most dangerous biological medicinal product rollout in human history,” says
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Dr. Peter McCullough

By Ethan Huff, December 28, 2021

Untold thousands of deaths have already occurred from this, though most of them never
make  it  into  the  government  databases.  Numerous  presenters,  including  Dr.  Peter
McCullough, who has also long stood against the injections, revealed scientific evidence to
support these and other claims.

NATO Preparing for Large-scale, High-intensity Armed Conflict with Russia?

By Rick Rozoff, December 28, 2021

NATO  is  preparing  for  an  armed  conflict  with  Russia,  Deputy  Defense  Minister  Alexander
Fomin  said  at  a  briefing  for  military  attachés  and  representatives  of  foreign  embassies
accredited  in  Moscow.

History: “Wipe the Soviet Union Off the Map”, 204 Atomic Bombs against 66 Major Cities, US
Nuclear Attack against USSR Planned During World War II

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, December 28, 2021

US-NATO weapons of mass destruction are portrayed as instruments of peace. Mini-nukes
are said to be “harmless to the surrounding civilian population”.  Since the George W.
Bush  administration,  pre-emptive  nuclear  war  has  been  portrayed  as  a  “humanitarian
undertaking”.

Putin hints at military options in Ukraine

By M. K. Bhadrakumar, December 28, 2021

Putin has, for the first time, explicitly warned that if the US and NATO decline to provide the
security guarantees Moscow has sought, his future course of action will be solely guided by
“the proposals that our military experts will make to me.” Clearly, there is no more wriggle
room left.

Checkmate: Iran Is Spearheading a Geopolitical Sea Change in West Asia

By Matthew Ehret-Kump, December 28, 2021
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While techniques have adapted to modern times, the essential ingredients for the science of
discord remain relatively unchanged: keep resources scarce, fear and ignorance high, and
let a targeted population clash over diminishing returns of scarcity.

2021 Year in Review: Madness, Mayhem and Tyranny

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, December 28, 2021

Disgruntled mobs. Martial law. A populace under house arrest. A techno-corporate state
wielding  its  power  to  immobilize  huge  swaths  of  the  country.  A  Constitution  in
tatters. Between the riots, lockdowns, political theater, and COVID-19 mandates, 2021 was
one for the history books.

Video: I Am the Last Surviving Prosecutor of the Nuremberg Trials

By Ashton Gleckman, December 28, 2021

Just in his twenties – after landing on the beaches of Normandy, fighting in the Battle of the
Buldge, and liberating various Nazi  concentration camps – Ben became responsible for
prosecuting members of the Einsatzgruppen death units, responsible for the deaths of over
one million innocent people during the Nazi invasion of Russia.
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